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We showed in an earlier paper that the Radon number of an n-dimensional binary convexity 
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convexities. 
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0. Introduction 
It was shown in [15, 2.121 that the Radon number 2 of a continuum X with a 
normal binary convexity is almost completely determined by the dimension n of 
X. Indeed, for most n, * equals the Radon number of the n-cube with a subcube 
convexity, and for the remaining n (which are determined in [15]), z may be one 
unit larger. These ‘exceptional’ dimensions form a somewhat irregular infinite 
sequence, starting with 1, 4, 15. Except for n = 1, no example of the latter 
phenomenon showed up yet. 
In the present paper we develop a matching procedure of independent interest, 
and we work a lengthy way towards the construction of examples with a ‘too high’ 
Radon number in each predicted dimension. 
We first collect some general results on binary (Helly number 2) convexities, 
including some detailed facts concerning the so-called nearest-point map : see Section 
2. In Section 3 we study the matching of two binary convexities. Our procedure 
does not raise the Helly number, in contrast with certain other techniques. We 
emphasize that our techniques do not apply for Helly numbers 33. A particularly 
profitable fact is that the matching convexity is uniquely determined by its pieces. 
Section 4 includes a graph-theoretic study of binary convexities on finite sets. 
We concentrate on the existence of graph subcubes, and we determine the maximal 
possible dimension of such cubes in the case of finite superextensions. 
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With this information at hand, we describe in Section 5 how to ‘realize’ such 
graphs as continua with a binary cowexity. The topological part of this ‘realization’ 
is comparable with the transition from simplicial complexes to polyhedra. The 
resulting space is then convexified in a unique way by applying the matching theorem 
inductively. 
This results into normal binary continua with a computable dimension and-if 
one starts with superextensions -with a computable Radon number. Spaces of this 
kind are shown in Section 6 to yield the desired examples, and it is also shown 
that these examples are the simplest possible. 
We intend to publish some further applications of this matching technique in 
later papers. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Convexity. A collection V of subsets of a set X is called a conuexiry on X 
provided that 
(1) % contains 0, X, and every singleton* of X; 
(2) % is intersection-closed; 
(3) if 9 c %’ is an upward directed family, then U 9 E %‘. 
The members of %’ are called convex sets, and the pair (X, U) is a convex structure. 
If A cX is any subset, then 
h(A)=n{C:AcC&} 
is the (copIuex) hull of A. For A finite, the convex set h(A) is called a polytope. 
Note that by (3), a set C is convex iff for each finite F c C it is true that h(F) c C. 
Hence, polytopes determine a convexity. In case A has only two points, say a, 6, 
then h{a, 6) is also called the interval between a and 6. 
1.2. Set-theoretic sepururion properties. Let (X, %‘) be a convex structure. A convex 
subset of X with a convex complement is called a huff-space. (X, U) is said to fulfil 
(a) the separation axiom S3, if for each C E V and for each x !z+G C there exists a 
half-space H of X with x E H, C c X\H; 
(b) the separation axiom S4, if for each C, D E % with C nD = 0 there exists a 
half-space H of X with C c H, D cX\H. 
1.3. functions. Let %‘) and %“) be structures. A f: X + 
X’ is conuexity preserving (CP) relative to %’ and %’ provided that f-l(C) E W for 
each C’ E V’. A composition of CP functions is CP again, and a CP function inverts 
half-spaces into half-spaces. 
’ This condition is otherwise ‘assumed throughout’. 
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1.4. Some invariants. Let (X, %) be a convex structure, and let F cX be a finite 
set. Then F is said to be 
(a) degenerate (relative to %) if 
x9F h(F\{x I) f 0, 
and nondegenerate otherwise; 
(b) reducible (relative to %‘) if 
h U=) = U h (F\b I), 
XPF 
and irreducible otherwise; 
(c) dependent (relative to %‘) if there exist two disjoint subsets F1, Fz of F such 
that 
h (FI) n h U=2) # 0, 
and independent otherwise. 
The He//y number of (X, %‘) is the number R(X, 55’) ~{0,1,. . . , 00) such that 
R(X, %‘) s n iff each finite set with more than n points is degenerate. The 
Cararheodory number of (X, 5%‘) is the number c(X, %) E (0, 1, . . . ,a)} such that 
c(X, %‘) 6 n iff each finite set with more than n points is reducible. The Radon 
number’ of (X, %) is the number 2(X, %‘) E (0, 1, . . . , CO} such that 2(X, U) s n iff 
each finite set with more than n points is dependent. 
In this paper we will be particularly interested in convexities with Helly number 
~2. These are called binary convexities. By [ll, 3.11 the following are equivalent 
for a convex structure (n < co): 
(1) (X, %?) has Helly number 6n ; 
(2) if 9 is a finite collection of convex sets meeting n by n, then n 9 # 0. 
A collection of pairwise intersecting sets is called a finked system. Hence a 
convexity if binary iff each finite linked system of convex sets has a nonemtpy 
intersection. 
1.5. Generating a convexiry. A frequently used tool for the construction of con- 
vexities is the following one. Let Y be a family of subsets of X, and let V be a 
convexity on X. Then 9 is a subbase for Y-or % is generated by Y-if %’ is the 
smallest convexity with 9’ c V. 
A more practical device is the following. Let 93 be the family of all intersections 
of subfamilies of 9’. Then 5%’ isthe family of all unions of upward directed subfamilies 
of 9, and .Y is a subbase for W. This construction exhibits an important feature of 
subbases. If P c X is a nonempty Spolytope, and if W’ is an upward directed 
’ With its ‘classical’ definition, the Radon number becomes one unit larger. The present definition 
was introduced and motivated in [ 151. 
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family of convex sets with U 93’ = P, then P is in 93’. Hence, in the above process 
of constructing V from 9, all nonempty polytopes must be in W. Conversely, as 
polytopes determine a convexity, we can obtain 55’ from 53 in case 93 contains all 
polytopes. For short: 9’ is a subbase for V iff every nonempty V-polytope can be 
obtained as the intersection of a subfamily of 9’. 
1.6. Topological convexity. If V is a convexity on the (underlying set of) a topologi- 
cal space X, then V is called a topological convexity on X-and (X, U) is a ropological 
conuex structure-provided that all %‘-polytopes are closed in X. Equivalently, % 
admits a subbase of closed sets. 
The topology of X is not mentioned explicitly in our notation. We extend this 
custom to convex structures as follows. A set-with-convexity will be denoted with 
a set symbol X, . . . , only. Then the convexity of X-if needed-is denoted by 
U(X). In the case of topological convexities we reserve the symbol s”(X) for the 
family of all nonempty convex closed sets of X. We will also refer to a topological 
convex structure as a space. A homeomorphism which is CP in both directions is 
called an isomorphism. 
1.7. Normality. Two sets A, B in X are screened with the sets S, T in X provided 
that 
SvT=X, A c X\T, B c X\S. 
A topological convex structure X is normal provided that every two disjoint 
convex closed sets can be screened with convex closed sets. 
Let [0, l] be equipped with the ‘linear’ convexity. By [14,1.6], X is normal as 
a topological convex structure iff for each two sets Co, C1 in V*(X) there exists a 
continuous CP function 
f:X+[O, l] 
with f(Ci) = i, i = 0, 1. In particular, Co and Cl can be screened with closed 
half-spaces. 
We note that normality implies the set-theoretic separation property Sd by 
[14,2.2]. Actually, Sq (and also &) can already be derived from somewhat weaker 
topological separation properties for convexities. For a discussion of the latter, see 
[14, section 11. 
A continuous function will henceforth be called a map. 
1.8. The weak topology. Let X be a space. The weak topology of X is the one 
generated by ‘V*(X). Our terminology is inspired by the following simple fact. If 
X is normal as a topological convex structure, then the weak topology of X is 
exactly the one generated by the collection of all CP maps X + [0, 11. 
An expression like ‘weakly continuous function’ or ‘weak isomorphism’ is used 
with the obvious meaning. Note that the weak topology is coarser than the original 
one, and that the convex closed sets are the same in either topology. 
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1.9. Relative convexity. Let X be a convex structure, and let Y cX be a subset. 
Then the family 
%(Y)={Cn Y: CEV(X)} 
is again a convexity, called the relative convexity on Y. In case X is a topological 
space with a topological convexity, and if Y is a subspace, one finds that the relative 
convexity on Y is again topological. Clearly, Y with weak topology is a subspace 
of X with weak topology. 
We note that the passage to a subset can destroy certain properties of the original 
set, like for instance, binarity. However, most properties are preserved when passing 
to convex subsets. Among these properties are binarity and (for convex closed sets) 
normality. 
1.10. Product oftwo convexities. If Xi and Xz are convex structures, then the family 
%(X1 xX2) = {Cl x c2: c* E %(X1), GE %7(X*)} 
is again a convexity, and the resulting structure Xi XX, is called the product of Xi 
and X2. A product of topological convexities is topological. Particular properties 
such as compactness of intervals (polytopes) or normality are preserved by such 
products. By [12,8.3], the Helly number of a product is the maximum of the factor 
Helly numbers. In particular, binarity is preserved by products. 
General references for convexity theory are [4], [5], [12], and [14]. 
2. Binary topological convexities and nearest-points 
The combination of normality and binarity for topological convexities turns out 
to be quite powerful. The following two results are quoted from [14]. 
2.1. Theorem. LetXbe a normal binary space with compact intervals, and let C CX 
be nonempty convex closed. 
(1) For each x E X there is a unique point PC(X) such that 
h{x,p,(x)}nC={pc(x)}. 
(2) The resulting function pc :X + C is CP and weakly continuous. 
(3) If D c X is a convex set meeting C and containing x, then po (x) E D. 
PC(X) is called the nearest point of x in C, and pc is called a nearest point map. 
We note that (3) is not mentioned explicitly in [14]. It can easily be derived from 
(1). The notation of (2) will be fixed throughout. 
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2.2. Theorem. Let X be a binary space with compact intervals. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) X is normal as a topological convex structure. 
(2) Every two distinct points of X can be screened with convex closed sets. 
These results have a number of consequences which we derive next. 
2.3. Theorem. Let X, Y be normal binary spaces with compact intervals, and let 
f:X+ Ybe a CPfunction. 
(1) f maps convex sets of X onto relatively convex se& off(X) 
(2) f maps convex closed sets of X onto relatively convex closed sets off(X) 
(3) Zf the fibers off are compact, then f is a closed function refative to the weak 
topologies of X and f (X). 
(4) Zf f is continuous, then the subspace f(X) of Y is normal binary and has 
compacr infervals. 
Proof. (1) Let C cX be a nonempty polytope, and let 
Y ~hf(C)nf(X) 
(throughout, the argument of h indicates which space is involved). Then 
(4) Y E dG-& h {y, d1. 
If y’ is another point in the right-hand set of (4), then pick a half-space H of Y 
with ~‘EN, y&M For each d E f(C), y’ is in h{y, d}, whence d E H. Consequently, 
f(C) c H, from which it follows that y E hf(C) c Z-Z, contradiction. 
We conclude that the point y is unique in the above intersection. Hence, 
(5) d~f-Ic,f-lhCy, d}=?(y). 
Take any x in X with f(x) = y. As f is CP, 
(6) n h{x+ffcjf-*h{y, d1. 
CEC 
By 2.1(3), PC(X) is in the left-hand set of (6), and by (5), f&(x) = y, showing that 
y Ef(C). 
We conclude that the f-image of an X-polytope is relatively convex, and (1) 
follows from the third axiom of convexity. 
(2) Suppose now that C CX is convex closed and nonempty, and let 
y Ef(X)V(C). 
Let x EX be such that y = f(x), and put u = fpc(x). Then take a closed half-space 
H of Y with y$H and UEH. If u’Ef(C)nY\H, say, u’=f(x’) withx’EC, then 
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Pc(x)Eh{x,x’}by2.1(3),andasfisCP, 
U =fpc(x)Eh{y, U’)A Y\H, 
which is a contradiction. It follows that Y\H is a neighborhood of y not meeting 
f(C). 
(3) Suppose now that the function f has compact fibers. Let A cX be weakly 
closed, and let y E f(X)\f(A). For each x in f-‘(y), we find by definition of the 
weak topology that there exist convex closed sets C,(x), . . . , C”(x) with 
A = ij G(x), X& ij Ci(X)* 
i=l i=l 
Fibers being compact, a finite number of sets of type X\lJT_, Ci(x) suffice to cover 
f-*(y). Suppose these sets correspond to xl,. . . ,x,,,. Then 
where the right-hand set is of type 
6 ck, ck convex closed. 
k=l 
This set is disjoint with f-‘(y), whence y is not in l-l”,=, f(ck). The latter set is 
closed in f(X) by (2). We conclude that f(A) is weakly closed. 
(4) By (1) we find that for each A cX, 
fh (A) = hf (A) n f (X) = relative hull of f(A). 
Then f(X)-polytopes are relatively closed, and f(X)-intervals are compact by the 
continuity off. 
As CP functions onto do not raise the Helly number, [15, 1.41, we find that f(X) 
is binary. To establish its normality, we only have to show by theorem 2.2 that 
distinct points can be screened with convex closed sets. But this directly follows 
from the corresponding fact in Y. 
As a direct consequence of 2.3 we have the following 
2.4. Corollary. (1) Let Xbe a topological space and let VI and Vz be normal binary 
convexities with compact intervals. Then %‘I and 55’2 are incomparable or equal. 
(2) Let X be a binary Sd convex structure, and let 5-1 and 92 be topologies on X 
such that the convexity is normal and has compact intervals in either topology. Then 
the weak topologies induced by .Tl and .Tt are equal. 
Statement (1) is a generalization of [7, 1.61. As for (2), note that if a convexity 
on a compact Hausdorff space is normal, then the weak topology equals the original 
one. Hence a binary Sq convexity can admit at most one compact Hausdorff 
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topology, relative to which it is normal and such that intervals are compact. As a 
consequence, every CP biiection between normal binary compacta is a homeo- 
morphism. 
2.5. Theorem. Let X be a normal binary space with compact intervals, and let C, 
D be nonempty convex closed subsets. Then A =pc(D) and B =pD(C) are convex 
closed sets, and p*(B) =A, p&A) = B. 
Proof. The nearest-point map pc:X + C is a CP function by Theorem 2.1(2). 
Hence by Theorem 2.3(2), A is convex closed in C and hence in X. Similarly, B 
is convex closed in X. 
Take a in A, and let d ED be such that a =p&d). Then 
aEh{a,d}nAch{a,d}nC={a}, 
whence a =pA(d). Put b =pD(a). Then b E B, and by 2.1(3), b is in h{a, d}. Then 
aEh{a,b}nAch{a,d}nA={a}, 
showing that a = p*(b). 
We find that A = pA(B). The other equality is obtained similarly. 
In circumstances as in 2.5, we say that A and B are the mutual nearest-point sets 
of C and D. Two points a EA and b E B with a =pA(b) and b = pn(a) and mutual 
nearest-points of A (C) and B(D), and the maps PA, pe are the mutual nearest-point 
maps of C and D. 
2.6. Theorem. Let X be a normal binary space with compact intervals, and let A, 
B be nonempty convex closed sets such that pA (B) = A, pn (A) = B. 
(1) The mutual nearest-point maps are inverse to each other; in particular, A and 
B are weakly isomorphic. 
(2) The hull of A u B is the union of all intervals of type h{a, b}, where a and b 
are mutual nearest points. 
Proof. (1) Let a EA, and let b =pn(a). By assumption there is a b’ E B with 
a =pA(b’). By 2.1(3), b is in h{a, 6’). Hence, . 
{a}=Anh{a,b’}DAnh{a,b}, 
whence by 2.1(l), a =pA(b). 
This shows that P,QB is the identity on A. One similarly shows that peps is the 
identity on B. 
(2) It is clear that 
AuBc U h{a,pn(a)}ch(AuB). 
CT.SA 
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We establish equality on the right by showing the set in the middle to be convex. 
To this end, assume that 
say: 
Ci E h {ai, bil9 
Note that 
where ai EA and bi =pe(ai). 
{ai} = A n h {ai, bi} 3 A n h{ai, Ci}, 
whence ai = PA(ci). Similarly, bi = ps (ci). 
Let c be a point of h{ci,. .., c,}. Since PA is CP and maps convex sets onto 
convex sets by 2.3(l), we find that 
Similarly, 
Let a =pA(c) and b =ps(c). We first show that c iS in h{u, 6). Suppose it is not. 
Then by normality, there is a half-space H of X with a, b E H, c&H. As a =pA(c), 
we find from 2.1(3) that A c H. Similarly, B c H. In particular, 
h{U, bi} C H, i = 1, . . . , n, 
whence ci, . . . , c,, E H. But then c E H, contradiction. 
We next show that a and b are mutual nearest points. Suppose to the contrary 
that 
(3) p&z)=b’fb. 
Then by (1) we also have that PA(b) = a’ # a, and pA(b’) = a. Note that the intervals 
h{a, b’} and h{u’, 6) are disjoint: if not, then the sets 
Ma, b’h Ma’, bl, A 
meet two by two, and then they have a point in common. However, the first and 
third set meet in a only, whereas the second and third meet in a’ only, which is 
impossible. 
We can now take a half-space H of X with u, b’E H, a’, b&H. If c E H, then H 
is a convex set meeting B (in 6’) and containing c, whence b = pi E H, contradic- 
tion. Similarly, the assumption that c EXW leads to a contradiction. We are forced 
to conclude that our initial assumption (3) was false, i.e. that a and b are mutual 
nearest-points. 
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This completes our proof that 
h{Cl, . . . ,C”lC u hkhP&)i, 
QEA 
and from the third axiom of convexity it follows that the right-hand set above is 
convex. 
3. Matching binary normal convexities 
3.1. Theorem. Let X1, X2 be normal binary spaces with compact intervals, such that 
(1) Xi nX2 is a nonempty closed topological subspace of both X1 and XZ; 
(2) X1 nX2 is a convex subset of both X1 and X2 on which the respective relative 
convexities coincide. 
Then the topological space X1uX2 admits one and only one normal binary 
convexity with compact intervals, such that 
UW,) u uw2) = VW* uX2). 
3.2. Addendum. The above described convexity on X1 u X2 consists exactly of those 
subsets C satisfying 
(3) CnX*E~J(X~);CnX2E~(X~); 
(4) if CnX1#0#CnXz, then CnX1nX2#0. 
The case where X1 nX2 = 0 will be derived from the above result in 3.3 below. 
We note that condition (1) above is-to a certain extent-superfluous. Indeed the 
weak topologies of Xi and of X2 must agree on Xi nX2 by corollary 2.4(2). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As Xi nX2 is a nonempty convex closed set of Xi, i = 1,2, 
we obtain two nearest-point maps 
p1:X1+X1nX2; PZ:XZ+XI nX2, 
which will be our guides throughout. To avoid confusion, the hull operator of Xi 
will be denoted by hi, i = 1, 2. 
Let X =X1 UXZ, and let V(X) be the family described in (3) and (4) above. 
Step I. U(X) is a convexity on the set X including %(X1) and %(X2). 
It is clear that U(X) is closed under upward directed union. If Ed c V, then 
nkanXiE%(Xi); n9x2E~w2). 
Suppose both sets are nonempty. Fix two points 
xiEf79nXl, x2En7nx2. 
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Then pi(xr) and p2(xz) are in X1 nX,. For each D in 9 we have that 
DnXlZ0, DnXz+0, 
and hence that DnXlnXz#O. As xlcD we obtain from 2.1(3) that pl(xl)cD. 
Similarly, pz(xz) ED. As D nX1 nX2 is convex in X1 and in Xz, we find that 
hi{pr(xr), PZ(XZ)) = MPI(~I), pzW)cD. 
Hence the left-hand sets are included in n 9. 
It is clear that Xi-convex sets fulfil the requirements (3) and (4), establishing 
the second part of the statement I. 
step II. W(X) is binary. 
Let A, B, C E W(X) be pairwise intersecting. Assume first that e.g. A cXI. Then 
B and C meet Xi. If B n C nXl = 0, then B and C must meet XZ as well, whence 
by (4), 
BnXlnX2#0#CnX1nXz. 
But then the X2-convex sets 
BnXz, CnX,, X1nX2 
meet two by two, and we find 
BnCnX1nX2f0, 
a contradiction. So we may assume that B n C meets X1. Then the Xi-convex sets 
AnX1=A, BnX1, CnXl 
meet two by two, and hence they have a point in common, showing that 
AnBnC#B. 
Assume next that none of A, B, C is included in Xi or in Xz. By (4), each of 
A, B, C meets Xi nXz. Also, A n B meets e.g. XZ, whence by the binarity of Xt, 
0#(AnXz)n(BnXz)n(X1nX2)=AnBnX1nXz. 
Similarly, 
BnCnXlnXz#O#CnAnXlnX1. 
Hence the convex sets (both in X1 and in X2) 
A nXr nX2, B nXl nX2, C nX1 nXz 
meet two by two, and then they have a point in common. 
We conclude that w(X) is binary. 
Step III. Let h be the hull operator of U(X). If A c X meets X1 and X2, then 
h(A)=hl(p2(AnX2)u(A\Xt))uh2(pl(AnXl)u(A\XI)). 
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Suppose first that C E %(X) includes A. We will show that 
(5) hi(pz(A nX2) u (A\Xz)) = C 
(the second term can be treated similarly). To this end, let x be in the left-hand 
set of (5), and assume x IZ C. Let H1 be a half-space of Xi such that 
x cH1, C nX, cXI\H,. 
As x is in the Xi-hull of pt(A nX2) u (A\X2), there is a point 
b E Hi n (p2G4 nX2) u (A\X,H. 
Note that b cannot come from A\X2, since 
Therefore, b = p2(a) for some a in A nX2. We put 
HZ = p;’ (HI nXl nX2). 
Note that Hl nXl nX2 is a relative half-space of Xi nX2, and hence that Hz is a 
half-space of X2. Since p2 retracts X2 onto Xi nX2, we find that 
(6) HI nX1 nX2 = H2 nX1 nX2. 
We show that the X2-convex sets 
XinX2, CnX2, HZ 
meet two by two. First, C meets Xi nX2 since it meets Xi and X2. Next, as b is 
in HI nX1 nX2, we find from b = p2(a) that a is in Hz. Hence, 
a EAnX2nH2c(CnX2)nHz. 
Finally, HZ meets Xt nX2 in 6. Binarity of X2 now gives that 
(XlnX2)n(CnX2)nH2#0. 
But by (6) this set is equal to C nX1 nX2 n HI, contradicting that C nX1 cXI\HI. 
Having established (5) (and the formula obtained from replacing 1 by 2), we 
next show that the set 
(7) B =h(pdA nX2)uA\Xduhh(A nXduA\Xd 
is in w(X). Note that B meets both Xi and X2. Considering the set p2(A nXd, it 
is seen that B meets Xi nX2. It remains to be shown that B nXi is X-convex for 
i = 1,2. Let us do this for i = 1. We have by (7) 
(8) B nX1 = hl(p264 nXdu (A\Xd) 
u Mp1G4 nXd u (A\Xd nX1 nX2. 
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Let x be in the second term of this expression, and assume that x is not in the first 
term. Then there is a half-space H of X1 such that 
x&H; ~264 nX2) u (A\X2) = H. 
As x is in the second term of (8), there must be a point 
bE(pl(AnX1)u(AIXl))nXt\H. 
Note that b EX~, whence b &A\X1, and so 
b ~pt(A nXd. 
Let a EA nX1 be such that b =pl(a). If a E H, then-since H meets X1 nX2 in 
the points of p2(A nX2)-we find that pi(a) = b is in H by 2.2(3), a contradiction. 
So a & H. As AK2 c H, we find that a E A nX2, whence 
a =pda)Ep2(An&)cH, 
again a contradiction. We conclude that the second term in (8) is included in the 
first one, which is Xi-convex. 
Step IV. U(X) is a topological convexity with compact intervals. 
Indeed, let F c X be finite. If F is included in Xi, then its X-hull is obviously 
equal to its Xi-hull, which is closed in Xi and hence in X. If F meets Xi and X2, 
then the hull formula obtained in III shows, in particular, that h(F) is closed in X. 
In order to see that intervals are compact, one can proceed in exactly the same 
way. 
Step V. U(X) is normal. 
By Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that every two points of X can be screened 
with convex closed sets. Note that Xi and X2 are X-convex, so the case where 
Xl Exlw2; x2 E x2\x1 
is rapidly solved: We assume that x1 and x2 both come from Xi. Let Ci, C2 be 
convex closed sets of Xi screening x1 and x2: 
Xl EXl\C2, x2 EXl\Cl, c,uc2=x*. 
If Ci is disjoint with X2, then C2 uX2 is in %(X) as one sees from (3) and (4). The 
desired screening sets are then: Ci, C2 uX2. 
We may assume next that Ci and C2 both meet X2. Then put 
Di = Ci up;’ (Cl nX2); D2=C2up;‘(C2nX2). 
Observe that p2 retracts X2 onto Xi nX2, whence 
Di nXl = Ci nXl; DinX2=p;*(CinX2), i=l,2. 
These sets are convex in Xi, resp. X2. Also, Di and D2 meet Xi nX2 since Ci and 
C2 do, and we conclude that Di, D2 E v(X). 
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Finally, it follows directly from C1 u CZ =X1 that D1 u Dz =X. 
Step VI. V(X) is unique. 
Suppose %’ is a normal binary convexity on X with compact intervals, such that 
%(X,) u U(X:) c V’. 
In particular, Xi and Xr are in %‘. Hence for each C E V’ we find that 
CnXiE%‘; CnXzEV’. 
Also, if C meets both Xi and Xz, then C, X1 and XZ are linked and hence they 
have a point in common. It follows that C is in %(X). Then Corollary 2.4(l) implies 
that %’ = v(X). 
We note that various matching procedures for set-theoretic convexities have 
been developed in the last years; see for instance [l, 131. These constructions all 
tend to increase the Helly number, so unfortunately they cannot be used here. 
We note that the convexity U(X) advocated in 3.2 cannot be constructed that 
way if Xi and X2 have higher Helly numbers. As an example, let X1 and Xz be 
two squares, each equipped with the ‘linear’ convexity, and meeting in a common 
edge. With a matching convexity constructed as above, Fig. 1 below represents two 
‘convex’ sets A, B such that A nB does not satisfy (4): the family Cc(X) is not 
even a convexity in this case. Note that 
R(X1)=R(X*)=3. 
Xl x2 
Fig. 1. 
One could of course regard %‘(X) as a subbase for a convexity on X1 uX2, and 
call this a matching of Xi and X2. But one may as well take the linear convexity 
on the supersquare. So the suggested matching is not uniquely determined by its 
pieces. 
We now describe how to match two disjoint pieces of binary convexities. Our 
inspiration comes from Theorem 2.6. 
3.3. Theorem. Let X1, X2 be normal binary spaces with compact intervals, such 
that XI nX2 = 0. Let Cl c X1 and Cz c XZ be nonempty convex closed sets, and let 
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f: Cl -, CZ be a CP isomorphism. Then the topological space3 X1 v XZ admits one 
and only one normal binary convexity with compact intervals, such that 
(1) ~~x,)uv(x2)=~(xlu~,,; 
(2) f is the mutual nearest point map of X1 and X2. 
3.4. Addendum. The above described convexity on X1 u X2 consists exactly of those 
subsets C such that 
(3) CnXIE%(X1); CnX2E%(X2); 
(4) if C meets X1 and X2, then it also meets CL and C2, and f (C n Cl) = C n CZ. 
In case C1 =X1 and C2 =X2 then the matching convexity is isomorphic to the product 
of X1 and 1). 
Proof. We first concentrate on Ci u CZ. Define %(Ci u CZ) as in (3) and (4) above, 
with Xi replaced by Ci, i = 1, 2. Let X0 denote a ‘neutral’ copy of both Ci and C2. 
Then XO x (0, 1) is a copy of the topological space Ci u C2, such that two points of 
type (x, 0), (x, 1) correspond to points of type c E Ci, f(c) E C2. It is easily seen that 
the product convexity on X0 x (0, 1) corresponds to the above defined convexity 
on Ci u C2, and that the map f corresponds to the map 
Xclx{O~+XoxU~; (x9 O)+ (x9 I). 
Hence f is the mutual nearest-point map of Cr and C2, V(Ci u C2) is normal binary 
and has compact intervals, and it includes %‘(Ct) u U(C2). 
We next show that this convexity is unique with its described properties. Assume 
that V’ also has the properties (1) and (2). By (l), Ci and C2 are V-convex. Hence 
for each C E Ce’, we have C n Ci, C n C2 E V’. Suppose both sets are nonempty, 
and take x 1 E C n C1. By (2), f (x 1) is the nearest point of x1 in C2, and consequently, 
h’{x,,f(x1)}nC2=(f(x1)} 
(h’ is the hull operator of Ce’). As the sets 
h’{xl,f(xA C2, C 
meet two by two, we find that f(x 1) E C n C2. 
Conversely, take x2 in C nC2. By (2), f-l(xZ) is the nearest point of x2 in Ci, 
and by an argument as above, we find that f-*(x2) E C n C1. 
This shows that f(C n C,) = C n C2. It follows that %‘(Ci u CZ) 2 %‘, and hence 
that both convexities coincide. 
We next deal with the general case. In order to construct a suitable convexity 
on Xi u X2, convexify Ci u C2 in the canonical way, attach it to Xi with the use 
of 3.1, and attach X2 to the resulting space, again using 3.1. One readily sees that 
the convexity so obtained has the properties (1) and (2). To see that it is unique, 
use Theorem 2.6 to conclude that Ci UCZ must be included in any admissable 
’ Disjoint topological sum. 
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convexity on X1 uX2. Then its relative convexity is normal binary, it has compact 
intervals, and f is the mutual nearest-point map of Ci and CZ. Hence the relative 
convexity is the canonical one. Also, Xi and Xz are convex in such an admissible 
convexity, and hence their relative convexities coincide with the given ones. Apply- 
ing the uniqueness part of 3.1 twice, we find that any admissible convexity on 
Xi uXz equals the constructed one. 
3.5. Remark. If the additional condition concerning the mutual nearest-point maps 
is dropped, then two disjoint binary pieces can be matched in more than one way. 
The simplest example is the following one. Let Xi and X2 be disjoint copies of 
(0, l}. Fig. 2 below represents two essentially different matchings (the mutual 
nearest-point maps involved are indicated with double arrows). 
X1 . . x* l l 
I 
xz l . I I xz l l 
Fig. 2. 
Let us also note that the disjointness condition in 3.3 is essential. One easily 
sees in Theorem 2.5 that if C and D are intersecting convex closed sets, then the 
mutual nearest-point sets are equal to C nD, and the corresponding mutual 
nearest-point map is the identity. So in a sense, Theorem 3.1 is a variant of 3.3, 
where a mutual nearest-point map is enforced by the other data. 
4. Finite convexities and graphs 
4.1. Induced partial order. Let X be a set with an S3 convexity, and let a E X. The 
relation 
x s,y iff h{a,x}ch{a,y} (ifix Ehfa, YH 
induces a partial order on X with the following additional property: 
(1) if x Gcry, then x so z G,, y iff z E h{x, y}. 
See [14, 2.81. 
Let us say that two points x and y of X form an edge if x # y and if h{x, y} = {x, y}. 
This symmetric relation gives us a graph structure on X. 
4.2. Theorem. Let X be a finite set with an Sj convexity. Then the corresponding 
graph is connected. 
Proof. Let a # b be in X and let K be a maximal s,-chain between a and b. We 
arrange K as an increasing sequence 
a=ao<al<---<a,=b. 
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For i <n, ai and ei+i form an edge. If not, then there is a point 
x E h{ai, ai+ll\{aiv Ui+l), 
whence from 4.1(l), Ui <x <ai+i, contradicting with the maximality of K. 
4.3. Graph cubes. By a (graph-) n-cube is meant a graph of type 
c = (0, l}“, 
where two points of C form an edge iff they differ in exactly one coordinate. 
Isomorphic copies of C will also be called graph-cubes. n is the dimension of C. 
Note that a O-cube is a singleton and that a l-cube is an edge. 
If X is a graph, then a (graph) subcube of X is a (full) subgraph of X isomorphic 
to a cube. 
4.4 Theorem. Let X be a finite set with u binary S4 convexity. Then every subcube 
of X is convex. 
Remark. A convexity has the separation axiom S1 provided every two points can 
be separated with a half-space. Note that S* --* S3 + &. For binary convexities, SZ 
is equivalent with Sq: see the argument in [14, 2.91. 
Graphs related with binary convexities have been studied extensively in [lo] 
where they are called median graphs. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The theorem is clear for subcubes of dimension 0 or 1. 
Assume the theorem to hold for subcubes of dimension dn, and let C be a subcube 
of dimension n + 1. The members of C are interpreted as points of (0, l)“+*. Let Cl 
then be the subcube consisting of all points with n + lth coordinate equal to i, i = 0, 
1. Then CO and Ci are n-cubes, and both are convex in X by inductive assumption. 
Let pi:X+ Ci be the corresponding nearest-point maps. If x E CO, then let x’ be 
the point of Ci with the same coordinates as x, except for the n + lth. As x, x’ 
form an edge of C and hence of X, we have 
h{x, x’} = {x, x’}, 
and hence that po(x’) =x. This shows that p&Cl) = Co, and similarly we find that 
pl(CO) = Cl. Then by Theorem 2.6, 
h(CouCd= U h{x,x’}=COuCl, 
XSCO 
whence C is convex in X El 
4.5. Finite superextensions. Superextensions of topological spaces have been 
studied in [6], [14], and in [18]. We now apply this construction to finite sets-which, 
formally, can be thought of as discrete spaces. 
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Let r represent the set (1,. . . , r}. The notion of linked system being defined in 
1.4, we let h(r) denote the collection of all maximal linked systems (mls’s) of 
subsets of r. Note that A(r) is a finite set (see also 6.7 below). 
For each set M in r we put 
M’={:: mEA(r),MEm}. 
Then the collection 
{M’: M c r} 
generates a convexity on I. The following facts are well-known for this convexity. 
(1) A (r) is binary and Sq. 
(2) The set r embeds in A (r) by assigning to i E r the mls {M: i EM c r}. 
(3) Every half-space of A(r) is of type M’ for some M c r. 
In addition, the following rules are valid: 
(4) MlvMz=r iff M; uMt =A(r). 
(5) M1nM2=0 iff MT nM; =0. 
(6) MI =Mz iff Mr CM;. 
In our next result, C(p, q) denotes the number of combinations of q points in a 
p-set, and [)r] denotes the lower integer approximation to $. 
4.6. Theorem. For r 3 2, the graph of A (r) admits an n-cube as a subgraph for each 
n with n G C(r - 1, [frJ - l), and it does not admit an n-cube for larger n. 
Proof. Assume first that C is an n-subcube in A(r). For i = 1, . . . , n, we divide C 
into two disjoint (n - 1)-subcubes Ci, C: projecting onto a different i-coordinate 
of C. Let 
p:A(r)+C 
be the nearest-point map. As Ci, CI are complementary relative half-spaces of C, 
and as p is CP, we find that p-‘(Ci) and p;‘(C!) are complementary half-spaces 
of A (r). By 4.5(3), there is an Mi c r with 
p;’ (Ci) =M;. 
AS the sets Ci, i = 1, . . . , n meet two by two and are pairwise incomparable, the 
same is true for the sets p;‘(Ci). Hence by 4.5 (5) and (6), the sets Mi form a linked 
antichain in r. By a theorem of ErdGs-Ko-Rado, [3], 
n G C(r - 1, L&r] - 1). 
Conversely, it is shown in [17, 2.61 that for each n as above there exists a linked 
antichain MI,. . . , M, of subsets of r such that the complements of the Mi meet 
two by two. Let 9 be the collection of all choice functions f defined on (1, . . . , n}, 
assigning to i either Mi, or its complement MI. For f E 9, the sets f(i) meet two 
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by two, whence the convex sets 
C(f) =i9”Bi)+ (fc* 
are nonempty. Note that MT uM:’ = A (r), and hence that 
UC(f)=A(r). 
fE9 
Let D ch (r) be a minimal convex set with the property of meeting all C(f), 
f~ 97 We will prove that D is an n-cube. Let fo, go be opposite, that is, fo(i) f go(i) 
for all i. Take a point in D nC(fo), take its nearest point in C(go), and go back 
to the nearest point in C(fo). The resulting mutual nearest-points 
m (fo) E CVO), m (go) c C(g0) 
are in D by the usual properties of nearest points. Hence the hull D’ of m (fo) and 
m(go) is included in D. Also, D’ meets C(fo) and C(go), and as fo and go are 
opposite, we find that D’ meets every MT and MI’. Consequently D’ meets every 
C(f), f~ 9 by binarity. D being minimal, we find that D’ = D. Note that 
D’ A C(fo) = {m (fo)); D’ n C(go) = {m (go)). 
Repeating this process for every opposite pair of choice functions, we may conclude 
that D meets every C(f) in exactly one point, henceforth denoted by m(f). Note 
that these are all points of D, since the sets C(f) cover h(r). 
Think of m(f) as having coordinates 61, . . . , S,, where Si = 0 if Mi E m(f) and 
Si = 1 if MI E m(f). Suppose m(f) and m(f’) differ in the ith coordinate only, say: 
Mi E m(f) and MI E m (f’). AS f(j) =f’(j) for j f i, 
h{m (fh m (f’)) c ,Q,fW+, 
whence 
m(f’)Eh{m(f), m(f’)}nMI’ c hf’(j)‘nD =C(f’)nD, 
j-l 
where the set on the right is a singleton. This shows that m(f’> is the nearest point 
in MI’ of m(f). After replacing the role of f and f’, we find that m(f) and m (f’) 
are mutual nearest-points in MT, MI’. As these two sets together cover A(r) and 
are disjoint, we may conclude that m(f) and m(f) form an edge. 
All edges required for D to be an n-cube are present, and we show that there 
are no other edges in D. To this end, assume that m(f) and m(g) have at least two 
different coordinates, say: 
Mi,M,Em(f); MI,M~ Em(g), j#i 
(we note that the role of the Ml and of the MI is symmetric, so all other possibilities 
are similar to the above one). Let m (f’) differ from m(f) in the ith coordinate only. 
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The hull of m(f) and m(g) meets MI’ and contains m(f). Hence, as m(f’) is the 
nearest point of m(f) in MI’ we find that 
m (f’) E Mm (f), m(g)}, 
whereas m (f’) Z m (f), m(g) (compare coordinates). Consequently, m (f), m(g) do 
not form an edge. 
We conclude that A(r) contains an n-cube. 
We end with the following somewhat echnical result, needed in the next section. 
4.7. Lemma. Let X be a finite set with a binary Sq convexity. Then the graph of X 
is a cube iff every two complementary half-spaces are mutual nearest-points sets. 
Proof. Suppose X is not a cube. We show that there 
spaces H, H’ in X, such that 
PH(H')UPH,(H)#~ 
exist complementary half- 
Since X is connected as a graph (see 4.2), and as X is not a cube, we find that 
X must have at least 3 vertices. In case X has exactly 3 vertices, there are only 
two connected configurations possible: 
. 
(1) /\ or (2) 
.-.-. 
l -0 
Note that (1) does not correspond to a binary convexity. In the case (2), the desired 
half-space H can be taken equal to an endpoint. 
We proceed by induction, assuming the statement o hold for spaces with less 
than n >3 points, and assuming that X has n points. Let H, H’ be any pair of 
complementary half-spaces in X with H # 0 # H'. If 
PH(H’) UPH*(H) =X, 
then of necessity PH(H’) = H and pHs(H) = H’, and by the addendum to 3.3, we 
find that X is isomorphic to the product H x(0,1}. Hence H is not a cube and H 
has fewer points than X. By inductive assumption, there is a half-space HI of H 
with complement Hi, such that the mutual nearest-point sets do not cover H. Put 
K =P-‘WI), K’ =p-‘(H; ), 
where p:X+ H is the nearest-point map. By assumption on HI, H;, there is an 
x in, say, HI which does not form an edge with any point of Hi. Take any x’ in 
K’. Then p(x’) is in Hi, and h{x, p(x’)} includes a third point u. Then h{x, x’} is a 
convex set meeting H and containing x’, whence p(x’) is in h{x, x’}. Consequently, 
u E h{x, p(x’)}c h{x, x’}. 
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Note that u is not equal to p(x’) and hence not equal to x’. Also, u is not equal 
to x. It follows that x &p~ (K’). The desired half-space is K. 
This establishes one half of the lemma. Conversely, suppose X is a binary Sq 
convex structure of which the graph structure is cubical, say, of dimension n. Then 
X can also be equipped with the (binary S4) product convexity, copied from (0, 1)“. 
Each convex set of the latter is a product set by construction. By theorem 4.4, such 
subcubes are also convex in the original convexity. As binary Sq convexities on 
finite sets are incomparable by corollary 2.4(l), we obtain that the original convexity 
of X is exactly the product convexity. The half-spaces of the latter are easily seen 
to be the (n - 1) faces, and two complementary ones are obviously mutual nearest- 
point sets. 
Quite different characterizations of graph cubes have been obtained in [lo, 
pp. 26,95-961. 
5. Geometric realization 
5.1. Subcube convexity. Let n 2 0 be fixed. By a subcube of [0, 11” is meant a subset 
which is a product of intervals. The collection of all subcubes of [0, 11” includes 0, 
[0, l]” and every singleton, it is closed for intersection, and it is closed for upward 
directed union. Consequently, it constitutes a convexity, henceforth referred to as 
the subcube convexity. 
This convexity is well-known to be normal binary and topological. See [14, 1.81. 
5.2. Geometric realization (topological part). Let X be a finite set equipped with 
a binary Sq convexity. For each graph subcube C of dimension n we let ICI denote 
a copy of the ‘true’ n-cube, such that the vertices of C correspond to the corner 
points of [Cl. If D is a graph subcube of C, then IDI is regarded to be a subspace 
of ICI. The union of all true cubes so obtained is called the geometric realization 
1x1 of X. 
Note that 1x1 is connected by Theorem 4.2. 
5.3. Theorem. Let X be a finite set with a binary S4 convexity. Then the geometric 
realization 1x1 of Xcarries one and only one normal binary convexity with compact 
intervals, having the following two properties: 
(1) If C cXis convex, then [Cl c 1x1 is conuex. 
(2) The relative convexity on each cube of 1x1 equals the subcube convexity. 
Proof. The theorem is clear if X has only one point, or, more generally, if X is a 
graph cube. So assume that X has n > 1 points, that X is not a graph cube, and 
that the theorem holds for sets with fewer points. 
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By Lemma 4.7 there exist complementary half-spaces H, H’ of X such that the 
mutual nearest-point sets 
A =p(H’), B = p’(H) 
do not cover X. Here. 
p:X+H, p’:X+H’ 
denote the nearest-point maps. A and B are convex by 2.6. We may assume that 
there is a point in H’\B. Then H u B has fewer points than X, and H u B is convex 
in X by the addendum to 3.3. 
Let us write for convenience: 
Xl=HuB, Xz=H’. 
We claim that each graph subcube of X is included in X1 or in Xl. Indeed, let 
C c X be a graph cube, and suppose that C meets both H and H’. Then H n C 
and H’n C are complementary relative half-spaces of C, and by Lemma 4.7, these 
half-spaces are mutual nearest-point sets. Therefore, one must be in A, the other 
one in B. It follows that C cA u B c X1. In the remaining cases, C c H cXl or 
CcH’=Xz. 
By inductive assumption, there is a normal binary convexity with compact 
intervals on [Xii with the properties (1) and (2). Similarly, there is an admissable 
convexity on 1x21. Note that 
which is convex in either space by (1). The respective relative convexities on IBI 
each satisfy (1) and (2) again, and hence they coincide by the uniqueness hypothesis. 
After applying the matching Theorem 3.1, we obtain a normal binary convexity 
with compact intervals on 1x1 such that 
(3) wPGl> u +f(l&l) = WIXI). 
By (3) and by the above claim, it follows that the relative convexity on each cube 
of 1x1 equals the subcube convexity, establishing (2) for 1x1. 
In order to see (l), let C be convex in X Then C nX1 and C nX2 are convex 
in Xi, resp. XZ, and by the inductive assumption of (1) for the X, the sets 
ICnX~I=ICInlX~l, IC n&l = ICI n l&l 
are convex in [Xii, resp. IX& If both sets are nonempty, then there exist vertices 
alECnX1, a2ECnX2. 
We find that h{al, at} meets Xi nX2 (note that X =Xi uX2 satisfies the matching 
Theorem 3.1 and its addendum). Hence, ICI meets 1x11 n 1x21. By 3.2 (3) and (4), 
it follows that ICI E %(/Xl). 
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We finally prove that the convexity on 1x1 is unique with the properties (1) and 
(2). So assume that %” is another admissible convexity on [XI. By (l), the sets /Xi\ 
and /X,1 are V’-convex. By inductive assumption, the relative convexities on /Xi) 
and 1x21 each coincide with the constructed ones. Hence %” includes ‘%‘(lXiI) and 
Ce(lX&, and it follows from the matching Theorem 3.1 that V’ = %‘(lXJ). 
The unique convexity on (XI with properties (1) and (2) will henceforth be 
referred to as the natural conoexity, and the resulting space 1x1 will be called the 
geometric realization of /XI for short. Its convexity has other properties in addition 
to the ones listed in 5.3: 
5.4. Corollary. Let X be a finite set with a binary S4 convexity. Then the relative 
convexity on X from IX] equals the original one, and for each convex set C c X, ICI 
is the hull in 1x1 of C. 
Proof. Let h denote the hull operator on X (relative to the original convexity) 
and let Ihl denote the hull operator of 1x1. Assume first that C CX is ‘originally’ 
convex. Let Qi, . . . (0, be all graph cubes that can be formed with the vertices 
of C. Then Qi is X-convex by 4.3, and hence 1~~1 is convex in 1x1. Also, lQi/ carries 
the subcube convexity, and Qi is the set of cornerpoints of JQil. Therefore, Ih I(Qi) = 
IQil. It follows that 
Ihl(C)=,IQllu...ulQ,I=lCl, 
where ICI is convex. Hence [h](C) = ICI. 
This establishes the second half of 5.4. As for the first part, let D c 1x1 be convex. 
We show that D nX is originally convex in X(together with the fact that every 
originally convex set C c X extends to a convex set ICI c (XI with (Cl n X = C, this 
establishes the first half of the corollary). Suppose that a, b are in D nX, and let 
c E h{a, 6). Then 
h{a, c)nhk, b)=k), 
whence 
1% c)l n Ihk, b)l = (~1. 
Now the sets 
IhI& cl= /hIa, ~11, blk, b)= Chic, 611, D 
meet two by two, and by binarity they have a point in common, which of necessity 
is c. Hence 
h{a, b}cD nX, 
and then D nX is convex by [14,2.9]. 
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6. The examples 
The techniques and results of the previous sections will now be applied to A(r) 
for finite r to obtain examples on the sharpness of the following result of [lS]. 
6.1. Theorem. Let X be a continuum with a normal binary convexity with compact 
interuals, and let dim X = n. Then the Radon number B of X equals 2, or #,, + 1, 
where 2, denotes the Radon number of the n-cube with its subcube convexity. Moreover, 
equality with e,, + 1 can occur only if I,, is even and C(t,, $4, - 1) s n. 
The above formulation is somewhat more restricted than the one in [15, 2.121. 
The latter is not confined to compact spaces, but instead it involves a notion of 
‘convex dimension’ rather than the Lebesgue covering dimension ‘dim’. In the case 
of compact spaces (with a ‘sufficiently nice’ convexity) both dimension functions 
are equal by [8, 3.21. 
In [15,2.12] an example was given where dim X = n = 1, and # = #,, + 1. The next 
‘exceptional’ dimensions are n = 4, and n = 15, but no such examples with ‘too 
high’ Radon number showed up yet. In [16, 3.31, we gave an additional condition 
which ensures that 4 = 4”. 
6.2. Combinatorial inequalities. For the reader’s convenience we give three fairly 
simple inequalities which will be used throughout. 
(1) forsS3 even, C(s-l,$s-l)<C(s,$s-1); 
(2) forsS2even,C(s,$s)=2C(s-1,&-l); 
(3) fors82 odd, C(s, [4s])>2C(s-1, L&s] -1). 
6.3. Theorem. Let r ~2 be a finite number. Then the space IA(r)1 has dimension 
C(r - 1, [frJ - 1) and its Radon number equals r. 
Proof. The largest possible ‘dimension’ of a graph cube in A (r) is C(r - 1, [$r J - 1) 
by Theorem 4.6. As IA(r)1 is the union of finitely many realized cubes of A(r), the 
first assertion is obvious. 
We next show that the Radon number of IA (r)l is at least r. Let F be the original 
set (1,. . . , I} on which A (r) was constructed. If Fi, FZ c F are disjoint, then so are 
F: and Fi (see 4.5(5)). Hence, 
IFtbIFtI=0, 
and IF: I, IF: I are convex sets including Fl and F2, respectively. It follows that F 
is independent. 
By [2, 3.11, +,, equals the largest p with 
(*) UP, lbJJ)2n. 
Let us put n = C(r - 1, &] - 1). 
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Case 1: r is even. Then by 6.2(2), C(r, fr) = 2n, and as C(r, $) is strictly increasing 
with r, we find &,, = r. If r > 2, then by 6.2(l), 
n c C(*,, $4” - 1). 
It follows that n is not ‘exceptional’, and by Theorem 6.1, the Radon number of 
IA (r)l equals +n = r. For r = 2, IA (r)l = [0, l] has Radon number 2 (=r). 
Case 2: r is odd. Then by 6.2(3), 
2n < C(r, l&J ), 
whence by (*), z,, <r. As the Radon number of /A (r)l is at least r, and at most 2, + 1, 
we find that r = z,, + 1 must be the Radon number of IA (r)l. 
The above result already gives some examples to the sharpness of Theorem 6.1. 
We now show that examples exist in every predicted dimension. 
6.4. Main Theorem. Let II be such that 4, is even and C(a,, $,, - 1) 6 n. Then there 
exists a normal binary continuum of dimension n and with Radon number equal to 
Proof. Let s 32 be even and put 
E,={n:e,=s,C(s,$s-l)Gn}. 
The members of ES are the ‘exceptional dimensions’ corresponding to the 
number sn = s. Table 1 may give an idea of which n’s we are talking about. 
Table 1 
S -5 
2 1 
4 4 
6 15, 16, 17 
8 56.57,. . . (62 
10 210,211,...,230 
By 6.2 (1) and (2), 
~c(&,=C(s-1,fs-1)<C(s,~s-1), 
and hence if C(s, $s - 1) s n then s s 4”. Put 
n(s) = C(s, 4s - 1). 
As 2, is monotonically increasing with n, we find that for each n EE,, 
s S 4”(,) G Z” = s. 
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We conclude that E, is an interval starting from n(s) and ending just before the n 
for which +” jumps to a higher value (which will then be one unit larger-an odd 
number). 
For n = II (s), the desired example is jh (s + l)/. If n >II (s) is in E,, then put 
k =n -n(s) and take 
x = IA (s + l)[ x [O, l]&. 
The second factor is equipped with the usual subcube convexity, and X carries the 
product convexity. As IA (s + l)[ embeds as a convex subspace of X, its Radon 
number s + 1 is at most the one of X. As s + 1 is already a too high Radon number, 
we obtain from Theorem 6.1 that the Radon number of X must be equal to s + 1. 
Our next result shows that the examples obtained above are-in a sense-the 
simplest possible. 
6.5. Theorem. Let X be a binary S, convex structure. If Xhas Radon number r < co, 
then the set A (r) embeds in X as a subset with the relative convexity. 
Roughly speaking, every space with Radon number r includes some sort of 
realization of A(r). 
Proof. Fix an independent set F in X with r points xl, . . . , x,. By [7,2.6], the map” 
f0:{1,. . . , r}+X; i+Xi 
extends (uniquely) to a CP map 
f:A(r)+X. 
We first show that f is injective. Let m I# ml be mls’s. Then there exist A41 E ml 
and M2 E rn2 with M1 nM2 = 0. Then f&II) and fO(M2) are disjoint subsets of F, 
and by independency, 
hfo(Ml) n hfo(W) = 0. 
Now f is obtained from fO in the following way: f(m) is the unique point in X such 
that f(m) E C whenever C c X is convex and fo’ (C) E m. This allows us to conclude 
that 
f(mi) E hfo(Mi), i = 1,2. 
In particular, f (m 1) # f(m2). By theorem 2.3, f is an isomorphism between A (r) and 
its f-image. 
4 The quoted result works for topological spaces, so think of sets as discrete spaces. 
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6.6. Remark. The Eckhoff-Jamison inequality. Let X be a convex structure, and 
let 
R =R(X), c = c(X), * = 2(X) 
be its Helly, Caratheodory, and Radon number respectively. Then the Eckhoff- 
Jamison inequality (see [12, 10.21) states that 
*Sc(R -l)+l. 
For binary convexities, this becomes 
bSC+l. 
This inequality is sharp for 2 c 5: one easily checks that a graph cube of dimension 
n also has Caratheodory number n if n 2 2, and Caratheodory number 2 for n = 1. 
Hence 
(1) ch(3)z=2, CA (4) = 3, ch(5)24. 
On the other hand, the Caratheodory number of the realized spaces IA(r)] can be 
determined exactly with the knowledge of dimension only, [15,2.8,2.9]: 
(2) c]A (r)/ = dim IA (r)/ if dim 2 2, 
clh (r)l = 2 if dim= 1. 
In particular, 
c]A (3)1= 2, c/A (4)1= 3, c/A (5)1 = 4. 
As the Carathiodory number of a subset never exceeds the Caratheodory number 
of the whole space, we conclude from (2) that equality holds throughout (1). 
Now let X be a set with a binary Sq convexity and with Radon number r. Then 
A(r) embeds in X as a subspace. By (2) above and by Theorem 6.3, we find that 
if rS4, 
C(r - 1, L&j - 1) = CA(~) c c(X). 
Illustration: 
I 6 7 8 9 lo 
c3 10 15 35 56 126 
6.7 Remark. The structure ofh (r). In view of the above results, it may be of interest 
to have more information on superextensions of finite sets. Except for very low 
values of r, these structures are surprisingly large, as is illustrated by the following 
Table 2 for the number of points and for the dimension of A (r). 
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Table 2 
r #A(r) dim 
2 2 1 
3 4 1 
4 12 3 
5 81 4 
6 2,646 10 
7 1,422,564 15 
8 229,809,982,112 35 
9 [lo”, 5 . lo*‘] (1) 56 
10 unknown 2126 
Comments. The values of #A(r) for r c 7 have been computed by Verbeek and 
Brouwer in [18, p. 361. The value of #A (8) has recently been computed in [9]. (1) 
is a conjecture of Verbeek. As h(9) must include a 56-cube-which has 2s6 
vertices-the estimate of 102* seems not much too large. 
The diagrams in Fig. 3 represent the graph structure of A(3) and of A(4). The 
numbers 1,2, . . . , refer to the position of the original points. 
1 
3 
Fig. 3. 
We note that the realization of A(3) is the space ‘letter T’, and that this space 
is exactly the example given in [15]. 
Unfortunately, the structure of the first interesting set A(5) is not completely 
known to us. A straightforward computation -though possible-seems extremely 
tedious. 
The following is an alternative method to describe a superextension. Let II be 
large enough to let [0, 11” include an independent set F with r points. The smallest 
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possible n can be obtained from Eckhoff’s formula; for instance, of = 5 for r = 5. 
According to the argument of 6.5, the canonical function 
f: A(r)-,[O, ll”, 
mapping i E r to the ith point of F, is an embedding. According to [19, p. 3101, 
the image of f equals the ‘median hull’ of F in [0, l]“, that is, the stabilization of 
F under the median operator of the distributive lattice [0, 11”. 
This procedure may be of help to visualize A(r) and to perform computations 
concerning the structure of A (r). 
Problems. (1) Find a formula for the number of elements in h(r). 
(2) Describe the graph structure of A (5). 
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